results are hedged ahead of time.  Some of the researchers soun great deal more like advocates rather than scientists.  It may ' that advocates run better programs . . . but it's probably not model for getting research results on something you might think could replicate on a large scale" (DOL, 1980e:58).
Vernon Briggs, from the Cornell Labor and Industrial Relati faculty, issued a rebuttal.  "I feel we're missing what is perh greatest contribution of these programs in the discussion over classical research design.  It seems to me that the major overr focus behind all thi's is changing institutions in desired direc He continued, "I think, when you consider the whole ränge of em training programs, the results of the research and the demonstr are used by a number of different actors and, depending on wher actors sit, they have different agendas.  I would go äs far äs that I think that a typical legislator would probably think mor terms of whether Services are actually delivered than in terms subtle assessment of impacts" (DOL, 1980e:60-61).
Othello Poulard, director of the Center for Community Chang in Washington, D.C., delivered an even more fundamental critiqu rigorous research.  "As a practitioner, I can say there isn't t mystery, äs might be suggested, with further discoveries in unc truth.  I wish that were the problem.  It would be easy if the accumulation of a few more facts would provide the remedy. But residual of so many basic societal patterns and attitudes, poli stances and the like, seem to be so obviously at the heart of t matter. ...  I wish there could be "advocate1 research.  I do think that bastardizes research at all.  It tempers it.  It is risky, too hazardous to just assume that it is appropriate let judicious, to take the pure researchers1 approach.  If the atti behind the process is one that is devoid of passion and commitm that is not a virtue" (DOL, 1980e:61-62).
One of the more impassioned versions of this argument was m Robert Schrank of the Ford Foundation.  "Large sums of money ha
allocated for massive quantitative evaluation effort," he argue no one is asking what the pitfalls of such research might be, o whether it is even appropriate to what we are trying to study." continued, "The object of the research is a network of youth pr not the production of research results. If research focuses at on measurable results, at the expense of producing long-term ef institutions, he argued, "the objective social science research may turn out to be more of a bürden than a beacon for policymak He went on to note "a terrible tension between doing objective tion and trying to make a program succeed" that worked against term Solutions and in favor of short-term results. He also obs that one effect of doing evaluations of War on Poverty programs were not effectively institutionalized was to reinforce the not that "the social Problems we were attempting to solve were intr rather than the right Solutions hadn't been tried (DOL, 1980e:3 In essence, then, when Taggart consulted his policy researc constituency for advice about how to do knowledge development,

